
For any personal 
or business occasion you
are more than welcome 

at Hout Strijp-S

Eating delicious Neapolitan pizza in a lovely setting with great
wines and excellent service.

For all of your personal and business events



Tagliere misto

This is a compilation of our popular antipasti
platter.

It includes various Italian meats, Parmesan,
grilled and marinated vegetables, pesto,
risotto croquettes and our homemade

focaccia.

€ 19.5 per platter
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For parties of 15 or more, we offer a
customized evening. Celebrate a birthday or
business dinner, we will make sure you don't

miss a thing. 

We have the ability to serve various appetizer
packages or enjoy our delicious Neapolitan

pizza with your group during your own pizza
party

Drinks

All drinks are calculated on the basis of 
post calculation. For wine we count per bottle
consumed, an opened bottle is charged per

glass. 

It is also possible to choose a beverage
arrangement we serve Italian assortment:

House wine, - beer, soft drinks, coffee and tea
2 hours | € 25.- 

extra per hour | € 7.5 

Aperitivo

This is a compilation of our popular antipasti
dishes.

It consists of various Italian meats,
Parmesan, mozzarella, grilled and marinated
vegetables, pesto, our homemade focaccia,

aceto balsamic, among others,
Various bruschetta and the homemade

Supplì (rissotto croquettes).
We serve this on stylish platters.

€ 35.- per platter

Italian Snacks

Tasty Italian appetizers are always good!
 4 pieces p.p. | 5.- p.p. 
 7 pieces p.p. | 7.5 p.p.

Would you like an invoice? No problem, we are happy
to prepare it for you. For this we charge a 5.-

administration fee. 
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Dinner arrangements

For hosting a dinner at Hout we have a
nice package. 

This arrangement consists of 3 courses
where you will be immersed in all the

delicious Italian classics! 

As a start, delicious antipasti dishes are
placed on the table. 

As a main course a selection of our most
delicious pizzas will be presented on the

table. No need to choose in this
delicious arrangement because you can

taste everything. 

For dessert, choose your own dessert
from the menu or coffee with something

sweet. 

3-courses € 36.5 per person
2-courses € 32.5 per person 

This package can be upgraded with
pastas 

Pizza Party

Enjoy our delicious Neapolitan pizza
with your group! 

Different pizzas sliced on boards.
Assortment from our menu. Our Pizza

Chef makes a nice range to enjoy
during your reception or dinner. 

€ 17.50 per person

Lunch arrangements

For lunch we have several options for
groups from 10 persons and more. 

Various Italian sandwiches / focaccia's,
this lunch can be extended with

delicious salads or a cup of soup. 

Sandwiches / focaccia
€ 15.5 per person

Sandwiches / focaccia with soup 
€ 18.5 per person

Sandwiches / focaccia with salads
€ 23.5 per person
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